CPCC
ACT/SAT FAQs

Q‐ Does CPCC accept ACT/SAT scores?
A‐ Yes. Appropriate scores can potentially waive students from taking
the placement tests. Visit www.cpcc.edu/testing_assessment for
more information.

Q‐ Do I need to take the ACT/SAT to get into CPCC?
A‐ No. The ACT/SAT is merely an alternative to taking the placement
tests.

Q‐ When should I ask ACT or the College Board to send my ACT/SAT
scores to CPCC?
A‐ Have your scores sent as soon as you complete the CPCC
admissions form (www.cpcc.edu/admissions/admissions). Make sure
you complete the admissions form, first. The sooner you get this
done, the better.
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Q‐ Classes are about to start. Will ACT or the College Board overnight
my scores to CPCC?
A‐ No, your scores cannot be sent overnight. In most cases scores
arrive in 2‐4 weeks.

Q‐ Can I bring a personal copy of my ACT/SAT scores to CPCC?
A‐ In order for CPCC to accept ACT/SAT scores, they must be an official
copy, in a sealed envelope, from ACT or the College Board. We cannot
accept copies that are not in a sealed ACT/College Board envelope.

Q‐ How long does it take ACT or the College Board to send CPCC my
scores?
A‐ Scores can take several weeks to arrive. Complete the CPCC
admissions form and have your scores sent in a timely manner.

Q‐ What if my scores won’t get to CPCC in time?
A‐ Take the placement tests. The ACT/SAT is merely an alternative to
taking the placement tests.
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Q‐ I sent my scores to CPCC six months ago but they aren’t showing up
in CPCC’s system. Why not?
A‐ This could be due to a number of reasons. Did you complete a
CPCC admissions form before sending your scores? Are you sure your
scores met our guidelines? Did the name listed on your score report
match the information you entered on the CPCC admissions form?

Contact the Central Campus Testing Center for additional information
704.330.6886
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